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 One of the most unique starship designs of the Linear Warp era, the Constellation (CA 
1974) class Cruiser was the first to successfully incorporate a quad-nacelle arrangement as 
well as the first to be designed expressly for operation in extremely remote regions, 
independent of any Starfleet support, for extended durations. 
 
 While advances in technology and engineering contributed to a veritable glut of 
highly sophisticated & capable starship designs, Starfleet had thus far failed to produce one 
capable of long range, independent operation.  Its premier deep space explorer—the 
Enterprise (CH 1701) class Heavy Cruiser—was certainly capable, though the prestige which 
was attached to it, combined with its somewhat stringent maintenance requirements made 
Starfleet reticent to utilize them in this fashion. Additionally, volatile astro-political conditions 
necessitated the deployment of Enterprise class ships in other areas. 
 
 The ASDB thus, found itself occupied with yet another challenge.  The design brief 
handed to them by Starfleet called for a cruiser of moderate size, equipped and outfitted 
so as to be able to execute a full spectrum of scientific and exploratory operations.  The key 
requirement of being able to operate independently from supporting Starfleet assets (other 
starships, starbases etc.) carried equal importance. 
 
 Before designers even got to work, there was intense brainstorming & discussion on 
how to overcome the key stumbling block that stood in the way of independent 
operation—design complexity & maintenance.  It was argued that a larger double-hulled  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
starship would be impractical—even if systems were modified and engineering techniques 
were altered so as to increase operating efficiency & practicality, the increased size would 
almost certainly beget an increased compliment.  An increased compliment would in turn 
require accommodations and support facilities in proportion, taking up not only interior 
volume, but power and other essentials, limiting the systems which could be installed and 
space that could be devoted to scientific and other exploratory systems and facilities. 
 
 The solution that was put forth involved abandoning the double-hulled concept 
entirely in favor of a single-hull only, a move that received universal approval.  Designers 
started with a fleet standard saucer section, but altered it considerably—adding a 
horseshoe-shaped outer ‘shell’ and roughly doubling the volume.   
 
 Befitting the calls for extended range, power and endurance was the unusual quad-
nacelle arrangement—a first for a production starship class.  Leeding Engines Ltd. was 
contracted to provide their venerable LN-64 series nacelles that were mounted in pairs of 
two, dorsally and ventrally, on a specially designed brick-shaped hull extension extending 
aft from the saucer.  Even more unusual was the impulse engine arrangement.  Not one, 
but two FIE-2 tandem impulse units from Kloratis Drives were incorporated, reoriented 
vertically with one on either side of the hull extension. 
 
 Here, it can be argued that engineers tried to accomplish too much at once.  Linear 
warp technology was in its relative infancy still and the ASDB had limited experience 
designing and building the kind of reactor cores needed to successfully power and propel 
this next generation of starships, let alone at speeds and over ranges specified in the initial 



design brief.  Constellation therefore suffered persistent problems related to the design of 
her reactor—which was widely considered to be underpowered from the time of its initial 
installation.  Over the course of a year, from late 2272 all the way through to the end of 
2273, the prototype (CAX 1974) spent the majority of its time at the Saturn Flight Range 
where engineers constantly tweaked and tinkered with the both the reactor and the 
accompanying control software before achieving a breakthrough in early 2274 (Stardate 
7527.9).  Once designers and engineers verified the integrity and safety of the changes, the 
prototype spent a further year at the range undergoing shakedown trials.  The class was 
rated for a nominal cruising speed of Warp 7, maximum burst speed of Warp 10 and an 
emergency speed of Warp 12 (for a maximum of 4 hours), making it the fastest ship of its 
type in the fleet. 
 
 Aside from the engine placements, the ASDB became noted for its creativity in 
making Constellation extremely flexible.  A benefit of the thicker saucer section and 
corresponding increase in internal volume was the freedom and convenience to locate 
both the cargo and hangar bays along the centerline.  The main cargo bay itself was 
located forward, supplemented with two smaller bays each to port and starboard.  The 
hangar bays themselves were of moderate size (capable of holding up to three small craft 
a piece), one each located just on either side of the aft hull extension. 
 
 Marring the otherwise clean surface lines were a number of ‘blisters’ placed ventrally.  
They contained specialized sensor equipment to enhance her scientific capability and 
allow her to conduct missions that would otherwise first require a layover and refitting at a 
starbase.   
 
 Operating alone in remote regions, Constellation class ships would not have the 
benefit of relying on reinforcements should a hostile situation arise.  This necessitated a 
robust tactical suite that emphasized survivability above all else.  To that end, the Deflector 
Shield System was custom designed to take advantage of the increased power afforded 
by the new, cutting edge reactor core, rated for a higher maximum energy capacity than 
Enterprise—738,000 vs 702,000 TerraJoules.  6 Type VII Phaser Banks could be considered par 
for the course, but for a ship of this size, 4 2nd Class Torpedo Launchers were quite 
impressive—mounted in two twin-launcher ‘packs’, one dorsal and one ventral. 
 
 Launched in 2275, a total of 31 ships was produced in 6 build groups.  Despite its 
impressive capabilities and its tactical acumen (possessing the same armament as the 
Akula II class Heavy Destroyer), Constellation saw little combat and thus didn’t gain a 
reputation as ‘colorful’ as some of her brethren.   
 
 One event of note however, took place just a year after the class was launched.  In 
2276, the Sempach (CA 2501) and Speedwell (CA 2506) gathered with a small Starfleet 
armada that met a Romulan force of equal size for apparent peace talks.  The ‘peace 
talks’ however were little more than a ruse to draw out the renegade Romulan cruiser 
Bloodwing and its commander, Ael t’Rllaillieu—both of which the Imperial Navy had 
marked for destruction.  After an additional Romulan vessel penetrated the area under 
cloak and then attempted to take Bloodwing by surprise, Starfleet forces engaged the 
Romulans—Sempach destroying the V-11/Stormking class Hheirant.   
 

 Arguably the most well-known vessel of the class, Stargazer (CA 2522), accrued an 
impressive list of accomplishments, including being only the second vessel to pass through 
the Galactic Barrier (in 2333).  In 2355, the ship was on duty in the Maxia Zeta star system 
when an unknown alien vessel ambushed her without warning. Through some ingenious 
maneuvering (what would later be known as the ‘Picard Maneuver’), Captain Jean-Luc 
Picard quickly closed to point blank range and momentarily distracted the attacking 
vessel—just long enough to return fire in full.  Though the unknown vessel was destroyed, the 
Stargazer herself sustained severe damage in the assault and was subsequently 
abandoned.   
 

In 2364, the ship was recovered, presented to Picard (by this time, commanding the 
Enterprise-D) by Ferengi DaiMon Bok who revealed that the unknown attacker 9 years 
earlier, was a starship of the Ferengi Treasury Guard commanded by his son.  Following a 
bizzare incident in which Bok attempted to exact revenge upon Picard for the earlier 
encounter, a tug arrived and towed the ship to Xendi Starbase 9, where she was restored 
before being formally decommissioned.   

 
The Hathaway (CA 2593) gained its own measure of fame in 2365.  By that time, the 

vessel (originally commissioned in 2280) had been retired, but was reactivated and 
refurbished for use in the Operation Lovely Angel wargames exercise in the Braslota star 
system.  During the exercise, the ship and its opponent—the Starship Enterprise—were 
interrupted by a Ferengi Marauder.  The Marauder managed to disable the Enterprise and 
attempted to capture the Hathaway, but Enterprise Captain Picard and Ensign Wesley 
Crusher managed to devise a plan that would present to the Ferengi, the illusion of the 
Enterprise actually destroying the Hathaway.  The plan itself went successfully, the Ferengi 
withdrew and the Hathaway was taken to a nearby starbase.  3 years later, she was 
reactivated and refurbished a second time, part of an armada led by the Enterprise that 
acted to prevent any Romulan interference in the Klingon Civil War. 

 
The class was largely relegated to second-line status by 2371, the three remaining 

ships used primarily in transport, escort and search-and-rescue operations.  Constellation 
(CA 1974/2500) assisted the Defiant (DD 74205) in the search for and subsequent recovery 
of survivors from the USS Honshu (CA 60205)—destroyed by the Cardassian Guard in 2374.  
The Victory (CA 9754) and Gettysburg (CA 3890) on the other hand, were front line 
combatants, participating numerous engagements with the 9th Fleet.  All three of these 
venerable starships were retired in 2377. 

 
The Constellation class created an enduring legacy.  Classes such as Intrepid (CL 

74600) and Excalibur (BB 99000) carried on its tradition of long range, extended duration 
exploratory missions independent of outside support, while Cheyenne (CL 71615) carried on 
its design lineage—if only for a short while.



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

Constellation 
Cruiser 
 
2275-2377 
0 
 
310m 
181m 
87m 
15 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

436,147 metric tons 
 
535 

Armament 
 
 
Defense Systems 

6 Type VII Phaser Banks 
4 2nd Class Torpedo Launchers 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 738,000 TerraJoules 
 
Standard Duranium Single Hull 











Editor’s Annotations 
 
 
It was only a matter of time I guess before I penned my own take on one of the TMP era’s staple classes.  I distinctly remember having an earlier draft of this saved somewhere, but like a 
bunch of other docs, it most likely got lost in my transition from my homebuilt ‘powerhouse’ PC rig to my mid-2011 Mac Mini. 
 
Anyhow, the premise behind Constellation is somewhat perplexing to me.  Long range, extended duration exploration, to be conducted independent of outside support?  Okay, that I 
get – but isn’t that what the Enterprise and/or Excelsior classes were intended for, or am I perhaps missing a little nuance here?  Either way, I feel like I got the basic ‘nuts-and-bolts’ down.   
 
The part about the Sempach and Speedwell doing battle with the Romulans comes from the TOS novel Honor Blade, part of Diane Duane’s long running ‘Rihannsu’ series – one which 
sheds more light on the Romulans and introduces a plot device I will explain elsewhere. 
 
The first bit about the Stargazer and her journey beyond the Galactic Barrier comes from the TNG novel The Valiant.  I’m currently reading this still, otherwise I would’ve elaborated further 
on the mission and what happened.  The bit about the Hathaway and the name of the wargames is actually an interesting piece of backstage trivia gleamed from Memory Alpha’s entry 
on the Hathaway (check it out here).
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